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What’s in a name?

• Emergency Management (Aus / NZ / Can / US)

• Civil Protection / Defence (EU / Rus / Caribbean / South America)

• Resilience / Emergency Planning (UK)

• Disaster Management (Asia / Africa)

• They all mean the same:

– Delivering a governments first duty to protect its people.
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Our planning should be risk based

If that is the case then we need to understand a
number of interlocking factors:

• Hazards

• Likelihood

• Severity

• Capabilities
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Protecting Citizens

http://www.the-star.co.ke/national/national/61681-kenya-buys-russian-gunships
http://www.the-star.co.ke/national/national/61681-kenya-buys-russian-gunships
http://news.bbc.co.uk/local/threecounties/hi/people_and_places/religion_and_ethics/newsid_9282000/9282862.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/local/threecounties/hi/people_and_places/religion_and_ethics/newsid_9282000/9282862.stm


Where is the biggest risk?



Fundamental Risk Management 
Requirements 
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– Organisations must define, within the constraints imposed
upon them (e.g., budget, schedule), what level of risk (i.e.,
“acceptable risk”) is reasonable for them to accept while
still achieving mission success

– Primary risks (i.e., risks having high probability and high
impact/severity) must be classified, with acceptance
rationale documented.
• Community Risk Registers (UK Resilience)



Basics Missing



Community Risk Registers
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http://www.thamesvalleylrf.org.uk/useful-links/publications/risk-register.ashx

http://www.thamesvalleylrf.org.uk/useful-links/publications/risk-register.ashx


What is risk

• Risk is the combination of the probability (qualitative
or quantitative) that an organisation will experience
an undesired event (scandal, loss of life, safety
failure, security compromise) and the consequences
(impact) of the undesired event, were it to occur.
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How we face risk

• Risk will always be present in programs and projects

• Not all risk can be avoided

• Management and stakeholders must be active
participants in the mission risk acceptance process

• Risks are different from problems

• Risk is a personal perception [Weatherman]
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What risks do we want to focus on?
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All Hazards

• Comprehensive review of the threats to your
community, organisation or business.

– Natural hazards

– Industrial / Man Made hazards (Regulated / Unregulated)

– Crime

– Political change and socio-economic consequences
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Prioritising what we can do

• If we understand the risk we can then use our limited
resources to address our prioritised responsibilities:

– People

– Environment

– Assets

– Reputation … surely taking care of 1 -3 will protect this.
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Any questions?
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World we live in …

10 months ago when I first committed to this project I
didn’t expect to be a pro-European Englishman, who
sees value in a global network growing out of a US lead
association, speaking at a conference in Portugal.

My country is leaving the EU and the US has a new
President ….

…. Have you ever tried selling snow to Eskimo’s?
Do I need it?

Why’s it better than what I’ve got?

You want to do what?
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IAEM

Our Vision

That the International Association of Emergency Managers be
recognised globally as the premier organisation for emergency
management.

Our Mission

The mission of IAEM is to advance the profession by promoting
the principles of emergency management; to serve its members
by providing information, networking and professional
development opportunities; and to advance the emergency
management profession.
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Membership ….

• Like all membership organisations it is about what
members put in or want to take out that make it
work.

• As professionals in emergency management, civil
protection, civil defence, resilience etc. … can IAEM
offer you anything?

• Talk to me afterwards.
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